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C  
 

This section presents the impact of this doctoral dissertation, in compliance with 
article 22.  of the Regulations for obtaining the doctoral degree at Maastricht 

niversity,  decreed by a resolution of the board of deans dated 1 October 2020. 

This dissertation aims to contribute to the literature on student mobility and 
inequality by discussing two main topics: student mobility’s potential to change 
people’s worldviews, specifically regarding inequality attitudes and its role in 
improving human capital. Overall, the essays presented in this dissertation provide 
information to inform better policymakers concerned with the effects of international 
student mobility on students. It also provides more recent information about 
inequality preferences in Brazil, advancing the knowledge of inequality attitudes in 

atin merica, a region not widely explored by previous literature in the field. 

In Chapter 2, we discuss the potential drivers of inequality attitudes in 
Brazil. Reflecting on how different groups react when asked about inequality is key, 
and it can help understand its visibility on the public agenda, which is one step 
toward solving the issue in the country. One of the main findings of this chapter is 
regarding the importance of race. By considering the country’s ethnic history, we 
found it to be an essential driver of people’s opinions, a key finding considering the 
role of black activists in introducing social concerns into Brazil’s public debate in 
the past decades. nother important finding from this chapter is regarding the 
potential effect of the recent COVID-19 pandemic in changing people’s views on 
inequality in the country, a very recent concern not yet widely explored by the 
literature. In this chapter, we also present empirical evidence that challenges 
traditional theories about rational choices by finding that being educated is 
associated with higher odds of believing that reducing inequality is fundamental for 
progress and not finding a clear association between income and inequality views.  

Chapter 3 is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to analyze the effect of 
going abroad on students’ preferences and perceptions of inequality. By finding that 
in Brazil, going abroad does not affect students’ preference to reduce within-country 
inequality and that mobile students underestimate inequality more than non-mobiles, 
we provide empirical evidence that challenges the widespread idea that mobility is 
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an instrument that positively impacts individuals’ personal development, starting a 
reflection on student mobility programs’ role in generating a more caring society. 

Chapter  contributes to the current knowledge about the impacts of 
international student mobility by exploring the heterogeneity across types of 
mobility programs in terms of timing and duration. It presents empirical evidence 
that can be used to design exchange programs, providing insights to policymakers 
engaged in maximizing its effects. 

This dissertation has two main target groups. The first is the academics in 
the fields of higher education and socioeconomic inequality, who will benefit from 
the empirical evidence presented in the three essays of this thesis. The second is 
policymakers concerned with attitudes towards inequality in Brazil and those 
interested in understanding the effects of international student mobility in students. 

The research in this dissertation has been disseminated at several academic 
conferences, benefiting from discussions and comments from many scholars. 

n extended version of the text presented in the Introduction of this thesis 
was presented at the 11  FOR ES Conference  about the cooperation in higher 
education in Portuguese-speaking countries (Nov 2021) and at the EOPI Webinar 
2022  about the effects of international student mobility ( ul 2022). Its data was also 
used by na Carneiro, one of the thesis supervisors, on two different occasions: 1) 
in a short presentation at one of the biggest television channels in Brazil during a 
news report about international student mobility in the country (title of the media 
article, in Portuguese: t a te  e a a e a l ta  a a eal a    e 
e t a   a  a )( un 2021); and 2) during a presentation at the main 
conference on social sciences in Brazil, the 6  NPOCS nnual Meeting  about 
gender equity in science (Oct 2022). 

The first version of Chapter 2 was presented at the N -MERIT Internal 
Conference 2020  ( un 2020) and at the SBE Conference 2021  ( pr 2021). 
Preliminary findings of Chapter 3 were presented at the N -MERIT Internal 
Conference 2022 (Sep 2022). Chapter  was presented at the P C2 Workshop  
(Nov 2021), at the N -MERIT Seminar Series  (Mar 2022), at the 3rd Research 
Policy Online Conference for Early Career Researchers  ( pr 2022), and at the 

N -MERIT May Event Series  Research Seminars  (May 2022). 
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In addition to the presentations mentioned above, preliminary versions of all 
the chapters were published as N -MERIT working papers. Chapter 2 was 
published as ttitudes towards inequality in Brazil: n analysis of a highly unequal 
country  ( 2021-009), Chapter 3 as Can International Mobility Shape Students’ 

ttitudes Toward Inequality  The Brazilian Case  ( 2023-001), and Chapter  as 
International student mobility and academic performance: Does timing matter  

( 2021-0 9). ll chapters are currently in the process of sending to academic 
journals in the fields of higher education and inequality.  

  




